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OTTERBINE BAREBO, INC. LAUNCHES NEW COLOR SEQUENCING LIGHTS
EMMAUS, PA – May 1, 2018 – Otterbine Barebo Inc, one of the industry’s leading manufacturers of
aerators in the pond and lake management industry is proud to announce the latest addition to their FountainGloTM product line. The new RGBW Sequencing LED light system is a four-light set that offers low voltage with
high intensity output to create those dramatic displays all while being energy efficient.
“These sequencing lights will really help customers make the most of their water feature. Our RGBW color
changing lights provide dramatic displays and give our customers the chance to personalize their lighting
experience,” said Christopher Barebo, the Vice President of Manufacturing.
Unlike the other lights systems customers will no longer have to purchase and install colored lenses. The light
source for this set is an ultra-bright ultra-compact 4-channel emitter with a lens that specializes in color
transitions. These lights create rich displays not only in basic colors such as red, green, blue and white but all
the various hues in between! Available in both a 40 and 80-watt version the 40w sets reach up to 630 lumens
while the 80w reach up to 1960. They also come with twelve preprogrammed sequences, which cover all
seasons as well as major holidays. Custom sequences are also available!
“The goal with this product was to create something that would be easy for our customers to use. Everything
about this product was designed to make it user-friendly and long-lasting,” said Brad Bleiler the Manufacturing
Engineer behind the lights.
Starting with the lights 304 stainless steel housing, this light set is designed to be one of the safest and most
reliable on the market. It comes with quick disconnects, cable specified for underwater use and a fiberglass
PCC.
“We maintain the highest standard when it comes to the quality and safety of our products,” said Barebo.
Otterbine will start accepting orders on Tuesday, May 1st. If you have any additional questions or would like to
place an order please contact us at rbarebo@otterbine.com.
These sequencing LED light sets are the perfect addition to your Otterbine fountain/aerator package. Whether
you’re looking to spice up your display or celebrate a special occasion this 4-light system adds that extra special
something.

Otterbine Barebo, Inc. has been setting industry standards in water quality management for
over 50 years by combining both function and beauty with their extensive line of surface
aerators, subsurface aerators and giant fountains.
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